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COMMENT
This number of the Journal o f the Faculty o f Arts is the first to appear
in an Independent Malta. The advent of independence brings with it not
only a new and well-earned freedom, it brings new responsibilities and
the need for a concerted effort to guarantee that Malta shall have as
prosperous and distinctive a future as it has had a glorious and distinc
tive past. In this future the paramount importance of education should be
obvious to everyone. Malta’ s natural resources are slender and to survive
not merely as an independent nation but as a distinctive representative
of Western European civilisation , Malta will have to live by the intelli
gence, industry and sk ill o f its people. The most urgent need is therefore
to create a dynamic and progressive educational p olicy which will deve
lop to the full the native capacity of her people, and in this the University
must play a central role. Scientists, technologists, and skilled workers
Malta will need to produce in abundance and every effort should be made
to make sure that the appropriate skills ate made available to whoever
lias the ability to use them. But to develop an efficient economy is only
half the problem, though an essential half. Just as important is to make
sure that this econom ic progress is the basis of the civilized way of life
that has been built up over the centuries in Malta. For this we roust be
aware of our past (which means understanding what is bad in it as well
as what is good), we must be able to resist the encroachments of some of
the more facile aspects of Western C ivilization by fostering respect for,
and participation in, the Arts, by an awareness both o f the literature in
our own language and the potentiality o f our own language, and the litera
tures of the other European languages which are also part of our heritage.
In this determination to remain civ iliz e d as well as prosperous the
study of the Arts is a central concern, and in this the Journal o f the
Faculty o f Arts o f thè Royal University of Malta will strive to be a forum
where our best endeavours in the artistic field can be recorded and d is
cussed. Already our University is encouraging the development of a re-

sear d i degree in the Faculty o f Arts and this, it will be hoped, will pro
vide an increasing number of people who will be able to contribute to the
Journal at a level of scholarships that will bear comparison with any in
stitution of higher learning elsewhere. At the same time it is hoped to
continue to encourage foreign scholars to contribute articles especially
in those fields of interest to Malta. Where p ossible in the future the edi
tors will endeavour to devote each number of the Journal to one particular
aspect of artistic studies. Our job, as we see it, is to reflect all aspects
of interest in artistic subjects in our island, but at the same time we will
try to give homogeneity to each particular number by focu ssin g our atten
tion on a particular discipline each time. It is hoped to apply this policy
to the next issu e where we hope that a number of papers of a historical
nature will be published on matters affecting the history o f the Maltese
islands.
The advent of Independence also coin cid es with a change at the head
of our University. This October saw the inauguration of Professor Borg
C ostanzi as our new V ice-C hancellor. In wishing him a long and success
ful tenure of his high and responsible office we would also like to express
our thanks and appreciation for the work o f his predecessor, Professor
Manche, who has just retired. Under Professor Manche the University
continued that expansion and modernization which began under his pre
d ecessor and without which it cannot hope to fulfil its proper function
as the hub of Malta’ s prosperity in the future. We are convinced that under
our new V ice-C h ancellor this policy will be continued and accelerated.
The new V ice-C hancellor, in his public address, which he gave after
he was installed V ice-C hancellor of the University on October 5th, said
that "w e must give our Staff sufficient time to carry out essential re
search” . That is an important statement of p olicy because, as pointed out
by Herbert Butterfield, ex-V ice-C hancellor of the University College on
on page 19 o f his book The U niversities and Education Today "It is best
of all if teaching is combined with live research, with original work that
is still in progress. Only those who are continually probing into the body
of their knowledge, and trying to unthink last year’ s thoughts, can convey,
along with the information, the thrill of the real quest for the truth” .
We pledge our full energies in supporting him and pray that those whom
high office gives them the right and duty to aid him in this work will
view the question with the same determination and sense o f urgency that
he has already evinced.

THE TWO VOICES OF HISTORY
By P .S erracino Inglott
The past is dead; by definition it no longer exists, yet sometimes it
comes back to us so vividly that we feel we are its prisoners. But if the
past strikes us at times by its elusiven ess and at others by its ineluct
ability, the paradox does not lie perhaps in the past itse lf, but rather in
men's own attitudes towards it. Sometimes dtey wish to preserve it, to
keep it intact forever: their clo s e ts are filled with bottles, old cloth es,
concealed mementoes; their houses with old clock s, medallions, portraits,
shells; their churches with tombs, tablets, brasses, regimental flags; their
cities with monuments, museums, and arches. Then other times come when
they wish to destroy these remembrances, to forget the past and wash the
slate of memory clean. They tear up their old letters and burn the faded
photographs; the statues of the Stalins, till lately the objects of near
idolatrous cults, topple down. But both attempts, to capture the past as
if with a butterfly net or to slip out of its grasp, are obviously doomed to
failure; however hard one tries to shut out the noise from one’ s ears, at
one's back one will 'always hear Tim e’ s winged chariot hurrying near’ ,
and however hard one tries to recover the past, one will always find, as
Professor Ryle has said in a different context, that one fails to catch
more than the flying coat-tails of that which one is pursuing, for the quarry
is itself the hunter.
Still more strikingly, this dual attitude to the past betrays itself at the
level of political history, in the sempiternal clashes between the radical
and the conservative tempers. The former, from Mirabeau to Bevan, urge
us to look at reality with the naked eye instead of through the smoked
glasses inherited from our grandparents, the latter from Burke to Lord
Hailsham warn us perenially that what saves us from chaos is habit, what
creates order amid the flux of facts is tradition. However, there is only a
seeming paradox i f one says that those ages when the conservative and
stabilizing spirit predominates have a le s s intense historical con sciou s
ness than the radical and revolutionizing ones. The conservative is
anxious to discount the importance of historical changes. 'Burke’ , Profes
sor Butterfield him self tells us, 'tended to confirm the nation in its belief
that the liberties of this country went back to times immemorial’ . While
for conservatives, the past has this flavour of indefiniteness, radicals feel
enclosed within a vast but essentially limited historical horizon. Staunch

